
 

 

 

BlackBoard Test Settings 

Version 2 - Updated on June 5, 2014 

 

1. The quickest way to find the Test is click on Course Tools; Tests, Surveys and Pools, Tests.  

A list of tests in the course and if/where deployed will be listed. 

 

 



 

  

2. Hover over the correct test name and click the grey chevron (down arrow) at the end of the 

name; select the Edit option.  The page should refresh with information specific to the test.  

Again find a grey chevron at the end of the test name and select Modify Options.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Under item #1 (Test Information) please always mark “YES” to “Open Test in New Window” 

for exams administered in the Assessment Centers.  This will optimize the test delivery on the 

Assessment Center computers.         

 

 

** Under "Test Information" please always mark “Yes” to “Open Test in New 

Window” for exams administered in the Assessment Centers. This will optimize the test 

delivery on the Assessment Center computers and prevent the program from freezing.  

 

 

 

  



4.  The first radio button under item 2. Test Availability is Make the Link Available.  If the instructor 

wants to actually give the exam this button must be in the “Yes” position. 

 

 

**If we lose power during testing and the student has been hitting “Save Answer” after each 

question, their answers will be saved. However, the student will only be able to resume testing if the 

“Force Completion” box is unchecked. Any attempt to resume a test, will require the proctor’s 

password. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

5.  Further down also located under 2. Test Availability are the dates and times for Display After 

and Display until.  These control whether the test link is visible to students in the class.  (It is 

somewhat analogous to the Access dates in Angel.)  Regardless of other settings if the current 

date and time are not inside the boundaries created by these settings the AVERAGE student 

won’t be able to take the test.  There are exceptions to this which will be covered later.  Also 

listed is a password box.  Please use Assessment Center’s MONTHLY PASSWORD which 

should be requested from Steven Daniello (sdaniell@irsc.edu)!     

 

 

6.  Under 3. Test Availability Exceptions the instructor can add individual students or groups and 

allow them to take the test early or late, have additional attempts or perhaps have extra time.   
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7.  4. Due Date is where and instructor can set the test to quit accepting submissions (similar to 

the interaction dates in Angel.)  If the check box is clicked submissions are NOT accepted, if it is 

clear they are just marked late.  The current date would need to be before this set date unless 

they have an exception listed above. 

 

 

 

 

8.  Item 6. Show Test Results, are the settings that control what students see after taking the test.  

These settings will allow students to know their score, the questions they missed etc…. 

 



9.   If you make a change to match the submitted test form from the instructor click the Submit 

button to save the changes.  If you are just viewing the settings Cancel will get you out without 

affecting the settings. 

 

10. We will be using the Respondus LockDown Browser for all BlackBoard exams in the 

Assesment Centers to prevent students from using other programs or visiting other websites 

while testing.  The Respondus LockDown Browser will be launched on the Assessment Center 

computers by the proctors in the testing rooms.  Please do NOT activate the Respondus 

LockDown Browser in BlackBoard.  As a result we will no longer need to set up remote testing 

folders or different test settings for students taking BlackBoard exams at other colleges.   

11.  The Assessment Centers will need a completed test form and class list for exams 

adminsitered in the Assessment Centers.  These should be e-mailed to irsctesting@irsc.edu as 

early as possible during each semester.   
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Procedures for BlackBoard Computerized Proctored Testing (Fully Online Classes)  
 

1) Instructors should complete all test settings in BlackBoard before sending students to the 
Assessment Centers for proctored exams.  This includes testing dates, monthly passwords 
and lock down browser settings.  Testing dates and monthly passwords must be set every 
semester.   These settings will NOT automatically be updated in BlackBoard.  Please contact 
the IRSC Virtual Classroom about BlackBoard training opportunities.  Please contact Steven 
Daniello (sdaniell@irsc.edu) for the monthly passwords.    

 

2) By 3:00 PM on the Wednesday BEFORE the week of testing, instructors will email a 
completed test form and class list to IRSCtesting@irsc.edu.  However, faculty members are 
encouraged to submit this information earlier if possible.  Please include all required 
information on the test form.  Your contact information is extremely important.  We will 
never share your phone number with students.  There is space on the test form to include 
any comments.      

   

3) Proctored online exams will be administered at the Assessment Center at each campus for 
completely online classes.  Students will be using a secure lock down browser while taking 
BlackBoard exams in the Assessment Centers.  Students will not be able to access other 
programs, webpages or flash drives during proctored exam.    
 

4) As noted on the test form, faculty members have the options to allow students to use 
printed textbooks and E-Books while testing in the Assessment Centers.  Please note that 
proctors will not be able to control or monitor the content on E-Books.  If allowed by the 
faculty member, E-Books can only be accessed on devices like IPads and Kindles.  Viewing 
E-Books on cellphones or laptops is not allowed in the Assessment Centers.   
 

5) When students test, the assessment personnel at each campus will initial and write the testing 
date(s) next to the appropriate student name on the class list.  These class lists will be 
retained until the end of the semester.       

 

6) Instructors will be responsible for including the Testing Procedures for Students on their 
syllabi.  Instructors will also inform students which proctored exams will be taken in the 
Assessment Centers.             

 

Testing Contacts 
Assessment Center Main Campus Staff, 462-7585, (e-mail irsctesting@irsc.edu)  
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